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From my mother's kitchen

A legacy of love and cookies

Christmas is the time of year my mother loved the most. She embraced the idea of decorating a tree and the
house with gusto. But it's her annual bake−a−thon that has me particularly nostalgic.

Every year, the smell of cookies filled our home and mingled with the smell of fresh−cut pine. My mother
made butter cookies, gingerbread men and her favorite, butter horns.

After I got married, I started much the same traditions in my own home. Shiny ornaments, outdoor lights and,
of course, cookies. I copied many of my mother's secret recipe cards, but I also have some of her originals,
her curvy handwriting a piece of her I can touch.

I've even got the fruitcake recipe. The first year I was married, I made six loaves that could easily have served
as door stoppers.

I don't make those anymore.

Horns of plenty

But I do make my mother's butter horns.

Essentially, they're rolled up cinnamon crescent roll cookies with sugar glaze. They're a link between us, a
cookie as rich in memories as it is in calories.

I remember as a kid waiting with anticipation as the dough in her big turquoise bowl − the same bowl I use
now − rose overnight. The next day, usually after dinner, my sister and I would get to try our hand at rolling
out the dough, sprinkling the cinnamon and sugar, then rolling up the cookies.

Don't ask me how many times my mother had to re−do our handiwork or mop up the floor because of our
rush to help. But my sister and I had fun.

Wild with joy
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The thing about it is, I can't remember her ever yelling at us for making a mess. I think it was one of those
few times that she just let us go wild.

Those were such great times that today I do pretty much the same thing with my own two daughters.

This year, my oldest daughter is big enough so she doesn't need a stool to reach the counter. It will be fun.
She loves the butter horns and has renamed them "Rolly cookies." She's been asking for them for three
months.

Her response to these cookies is the same as my father's. One year he deemed a whole batch of 48 cookies
was missing something. They weren't good enough to company and he would have the dirty deed of eating
them all. He got away with this trick just once and then my mom was on to him.

Without mom

So now, as I head into the kitchen, armed with my recipe, my flour and my butter, I'm reminded of my busy
mother making time for us to sprinkle flour all over the kitchen floor. I'm reminded of her making the time so
we could decorate cookies. And I'm reminded of her goodness. Of her love.

But this year, I'm also reminded how much I miss her. A year ago, my mother died. She suffered with lung
cancer for 21/2 years. That was 21/2 years after my father died of leukemia.

I hope that wherever my parents are, they can smell the aroma of the butter horns from my kitchen and feel
the same warmth I feel about passing on a tradition as simple as a cookie recipe.

Suzanne Roig covers tourism for The Advertiser Business section.
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